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Gone are the days of big textbooks and binders. Now most students use a tablet for
their schoolwork so what better way to prepare for the new school year than to make a
custom cover to protect your tablet.

Learn how to make a tablet case in this tutorial and get ready for this to be your favorite
way to personalize your most used device. Learn to work with a new material and how
to measure your specific device to fit this project.
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Shopping List
Everything you need to complete this project in one place. Use this convenient checklist to ensure
you have all required materials in your sewing room, or take it with you while you shop for supplies.

● ½ yard cotton fabric.
● All Purpose Thread
● 1 yard Braided Elastic in either ½”, ¾” or 1” width. Smaller elastic is better for small

tablets and larger elastic is best for large tablets.
● Two 12”x12” sheets of Heavy Chipboard 1.5mm thick (available at most craft stores)
● Universal Needle
● General Purpose Foot
● Rotary cutter and mat
● Ruler
● Clips and straight pins
● Iron

How to Measure Your Tablet & Cut Materials:
● You will need to know the Height, Width and Depth (thickness) of your specific tablet to

make this cover. The best place to get those exact measurements is by referencing the
company website for the brand of device you have. It is easiest to calculate the
measurements in decimals such as 9.4” height.

● Once you have your measurements (Height, Width and Depth), follow the listed
calculations to determine your material cuts for fabric, chipboard and elastic.

FABRIC:
Piece 1: 1 inch longer in Height by Width multiplied by 3 plus half an inch.
Piece 2: 1 inch longer in Height by Width multiplied by 2 plus half an inch.
Piece 3: 1 inch longer in Height by Width plus half an inch.

CHIPBOARD: (Number your chipboard pieces)
Piece 1: Half an inch longer in Height by Width of device.
Piece 2: Half an inch longer in Height by Depth of device.
Piece 3: Half an inch longer in Height by Width plus quarter inch.
Piece 4: Half an inch longer in Height by Depth of device. (Piece
2 & 4 are the same size)
Piece 5: Half an inch longer in Height by Width divided in half.

ELASTIC:
Four Pieces of elastic 4 inches long.
One Piece of elastic one and a half inches longer than the Height of the tablet.
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Put It All Together:
1. Take the four shorter pieces of elastic and lay them on the corners

of Fabric Piece #3 and pin them in place. Make sure that the ends of
the elastic completely reach the sides of the fabric. I lined up the

bottom corners of the elastic with the fabric edge.
2. Set your sewing machine to a 3mm straight

stitch and each end of all four elastic pieces to the
fabric as close as possible to the edge. Be sure not
to pull or stretch the elastic when sewing.

3. Trip the excess elastic along the edge of the fabric.
4. Place Piece #3 with the 4 elastic pieces attached on top of Piece

#2 right sides together and line the edges up on the right side and use
straight pins or clips to hold them together.

a. Pro-Tip: If you are using fabric with a directional pattern,
make sure the patterns are going in the same direction.

5. Using a ¼” seam allowance, sew the two
pieces together on the right side using a
straight stitch.

6. Open up the two pieces and use an iron to
press out the seam.

7. Place the largest piece of fabric (Piece #1)
face down on top of the two pieces you
just sewed together and line it up on the
right side again. Your fabric should be
right-sides together and fabric patterns
should be going in the same direction if applicable.

8. Pin or clip the pieces together along the right side.
9. Using a ¼” seam allowance, sew the two pieces

together on the right side using a
straight stitch.

10. Use a ruler to measure 2
inches in from the row of stitches
you just stitched and make a mark
with a pen. Do this at the top and
bottom of the fabric.

11. Slide the long piece of
elastic between the pieces of fabric and line it up so that the
elastic is centered on the marks you made and pin in place.
There should be a little extra elastic sticking out at the top and
bottom.
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12. Line up the two pieces of
fabric and pin or clip down the two
long sides.

13. Using a ¼” seam allowance,
sew along the two long sides of the
fabric making sure to catch the long
elastic piece on both sides. Leave the
opposite short end open.

14. You should now have a
rectangular casing that’s only open
on the left and sewn together around

the other three sides. The diagram below shows where the sewing should be and where
the elastic should be.

15. Turn the casing right side out and be sure
to push the corners out to a point. The
corner straps should be on the front side
and the elastic band on the back side. If
the long elastic band is on the same side
as the short elastic corner straps then flip

it over to the back side.
16. Give the entire

casing a good press ensuring the side seams are pressed out.
17. Take chipboard piece #1 and slide it into the casing all the way

to the far end. It should fit snug into the corners.
18. Use your sewing machine to run a

straight stitch along the edge of the
chipboard, careful not to stitch into the
chipboard as it will break your needle. Use
your right hand to ensure the fabric is pulled
taught as you stitch.

a. PRO-TIP: Place a strip of
tape on your fabric along the edge of the
chipboard. This will help you know where
the chipboard is and give you a guide to
stitch a straight line along the edge of the
chipboard.

19. Slide chipboard piece #2 into the fabric next and make sure
it is up against the line of stitches you just sewed to hold the first
piece in place. Reuse your piece of tape to mark on the fabric where
the edge of the chipboard is and sew another straight line across
the fabric edge to edge.
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20. Continue with the same process for chipboard pieces
#3 and #4 adding a row of stitches
after each one.

21. Lastly, put chipboard piece
#5 in place. You should have a
couple inches of fabric left on the
end.

22. To close up the end, start by
folding one side of the fabric down
over the chipboard then tuck the

other side in on itself to create a smooth and even fold.
23. Use an iron to press the folded fabric on the end. You should

have just enough fabric beyond the edge of the chipboard to
sew one last straight stitch across to close it up.

How to Use Your Tablet Cover:
- Slip your tablet under the elastic corners to hold it in place.
- To close the case, pull the cover over the top of the tablet,

wrap it around, flip it over and stick the flap under the
elastic band on the back. It should open and close like a
book.

- The cover should be snug and secure making it easy to
carry your tablet around in style.

- The flaps fold up to create a slim and sleek case that is
easy to hold in your hands.

- It can also be folded to form a triangle to prop up your
tablet which is perfect for watching movies or reading.

- The top and bottom are not covered so you can charge
your tablet while it is still in the tablet cover.

YOU DID IT! You created a personalized cover just for your tablet.
Next time try using lettering stitches, available on some
computerized Singer sewing machines, to personalize the cover with
your name. I can’t wait to make more as gifts for friends and family!
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